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Abstract

Over the last forty years, the continued increase in computational power has encouraged

the spread of markets that use optimization software to find possible trades among

participants. Combinatorial auctions (CAs) are certainly one of the key examples of

these markets and have already found several applications in the real world, ranging

from industrial procurement to spectrum sales. In a CA, a seller puts multiple indivisible

items up for sale among several buyers who express their preferences via bids on arbitrary

bundles of items. One of the major challenges when conducting CAs in practice is

that the size of the bundle space grows exponentially in the number of items, which

may allow bidders to only bid on a small fraction of their bundles of interest. Thus,

CAs are often deployed in iterative forms, integrating price-based preference elicitation

algorithms that provide bidding guidance. However, the currently adopted solutions are

still unsatisfactory, leading to suboptimal bidding behavior and market inefficiencies.

In this thesis, I introduce iterative CAs that use preference elicitation algorithms based

on statistical machine learning (ML) algorithms. Statistical ML algorithms allow the

auctioneer to exploit prior data about bidders’ valuations to reduce the costs of elicitation.

My first research question focuses on how to use statistical ML algorithms to decrease

the number of rounds in price-based auction designs. I introduce a Bayesian iterative CA

design that alternates between refining beliefs over bidders’ valuations and quoting the

prices that are most likely to clear the auction under these beliefs. This Bayesian auction

performs remarkably well against standard baselines under reasonable priors over bidders’

valuations. Recent experimental studies have highlighted that, in price-based iterative

CAs, bidders focus their bidding on a small set of bundles selected before the auction; this

suboptimal bidding was one of the leading causes of inefficiencies in these experiments.

My second research question focuses on how to use statistical ML algorithms to select

which bundle bids bidders should submit to let the auction implement efficient allocations.

I develop an elicitation algorithm based on value queries that, under reasonable prior

beliefs over bidders’ valuations, reveals highly efficient allocations even when only a

small fraction of bundle bids are submitted. My third research question focuses on

how to design value query-based auctions that integrate this elicitation algorithm. I

introduce the Pseudo-VCG Machine Learning-based (PVML) auction, which employs my

elicitation algorithm to determine the final allocation and charge payments that motivate

truthful value reports. I compare PVML with the commonly used Combinatorial Clock

Auction (CCA) design and show that PVML is competitive with the CCA in terms of

allocative efficiency.
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1 Introduction
1

Over the last forty years, the continued increase in computational power has encouraged

the spread of markets that use optimization software to find possible trades among

participants. Combinatorial auctions have certainly emerged as a reference mechanism

for these markets, finding applications in logistics markets (Caplice, 2007), industrial

procurement (Sandholm, 2013), energy exchanges (Meeus et al., 2009), spectrum sales

(Cramton, 2013), and markets for wind rights (Ausubel et al., 2011).

In a combinatorial auction (CA), a seller puts multiple indivisible items up for sale

among several buyers who place bids on arbitrary bundles of items. By placing these

bundle bids, a buyer can express complex preferences where items are complements,

substitutes, or both. This prevents the exposure problem of simultaneous auctions for

multiple heterogeneous items, where a bidder is exposed to paying more than her value

for her final allocation because either she wins too few complementary items to realize

their synergies or too many substitute items.

CAs are employed in increasingly large markets. Recently, in the 2014 Canadian

spectrum auction, 98 licenses were sold simultaneously, providing bidders with an

enormous range of bidding options (Industry Canada, 2013). One of the major challenges

when conducting CAs in large markets is that bidders may only be able to bid on a

small fraction of their bundles of interest. Furthermore, to properly address exposure

problems, the auctioneer needs to treat bundle bids as ‘‘all-or-nothing’’ bids, which,

in practice, do not assign any value for those bundles that did not receive a bid. The

resulting ‘‘missing bids problem’’ has motivated the design of iterative CAs. Iterative

CAs integrate preference elicitation algorithms to support bidders in selecting their

bundle bids so that an efficient allocation is implemented. However, despite a great deal

of effort dedicated to designing iterative CAs, the solutions adopted in the real world

are still unsatisfactory, causing broader debates on how to best design large markets

with many heterogeneous items (Goetzendorf et al., 2015). This debate was recently

fostered by laboratory experiments performed by Bichler et al. (2013), who showed that

1This chapter freely borrows from my own prior work (Brero et al., 2017, Brero and Lahaie, 2018,
Brero et al., 2018, 2019a,b).
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because of the ‘‘missing bids problem’’ iterative CAs may even result in lower allocative

efficiency than simultaneous single-item auctions. The consequences of this debate can

be seen in spectrum sales: while many countries have already adopted CAs to sell their

spectrum (see, e.g., Ausubel and Baranov, 2017), other countries still prefer standard

non-combinatorial designs (e.g., Cramton and Ockenfels, 2017).

In this thesis, I introduce the new concept of machine learning-powered iterative CAs,

which use preference elicitation algorithms based on statistical machine learning (ML)

algorithms. These ML algorithms allow my iterative CAs to integrate prior data about

bidders’ preferences and use them to reduce the costs of elicitation. Given that spectrum

auctions are probably the most prominent domain of application for CAs, I will use them

as the leading example. In these auctions, prior data about bidders’ preferences is often

available, and it is commonly used to predict revenues of forthcoming auctions (Campbell,

2018), assess investments (Cusick et al., 2012), or test new auction designs (Weiss et al.,

2017). In the standard CA designs used in spectrum auctions, prior data is only used to

determine some design features such as the initial clock prices or the rate of price increase.

In contrast, machine learning-powered CAs allow for a more principled integration of this

data, better exploiting the information provided. Despite being motivated by spectrum

sales, the auction designs introduced can be directly used in any domain of application

for CAs; most of their features can also be used to design mechanisms for more general

combinatorial exchanges where market participants can be buyers, sellers, or both. My

goal is to provide concrete design solutions that, when reasonable priors are available,

overcome the tradeoff between preventing exposure problems and avoiding efficiency

losses due to missing bids.

1.1 Research Goals and Methodology

1.1.1 Research Goals

The goal of this thesis is to design machine learning-powered iterative CAs that reduce

the cost of elicitation when prior data is available. While designing such CAs, I adopt

the perspective of a market designer who wants to maximize allocative efficiency without

making any explicit structural assumption over bidders’ valuations.

I first consider the iterative auction designs currently used in practice. These auctions

mainly interact with bidders via demand queries, i.e., they quote ask prices and ask

bidders to report their profit-maximizing bundles at these prices. The goal of these

auctions is to quote prices at which the bidders’ demand meets the seller’s supply. These
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prices are commonly called clearing prices, and, when an auction reveals clearing prices,

the auctioneer can allocate items efficiently by assigning each bidder the bundle she

demands. Unfortunately, price-based CAs often need an impractical number of rounds

to reveal clearing prices: we only need to consider that the 2014 Canadian spectrum

auction took more than a hundred rounds only to determine reasonable prices at which

no item was over-demanded (Industry Canada, 2014). This challenge motivates my first

research question:

Question 1. How can we use statistical machine learning algorithms to update ask

prices with the goal of finding clearing prices in the lowest possible number of rounds?

In recent laboratory experiments, Scheffel et al. (2011) tested different price-based

auction designs. The results highlighted that the primary source of inefficiency in all

these auctions was that bidders only considered a small set of bundles when respond-

ing to prices. Motivated by these experiments, I investigate how statistical machine

learning algorithms can be used to design auctions that identify relevant bundles on the

bidders’ behalf. Specifically, these auction designs are based on value queries, where

the mechanism quotes some bundles to bidders and asks them to report their values for

these bundles. In general, it is not clear whether it is easier for bidders to report their

exact values for some bundles or to determine their favorite bundles at some quoted

prices. However, the main goal of the value query-based iterative auctions of this thesis

is to show how statistical machine learning algorithms can be used to identify bundles

on which bidders should focus. Thus, value queries should be interpreted as proxies

for queries that focus bidders on some bundles selected by the auction mechanism. In

Section 1.5, I comment on how our value query-based auction designs can be modified to

allow for reports consisting of upper and lower bounds on values.

Note that value query-based auction designs cannot provide efficiency guarantees over

allocations unless bidders report their entire valuations (or some assumptions over these

valuations can be made). Thus, I design my auctions with the goal of maximizing the

empirical efficiency of the final allocation, i.e., the social welfare realized in this allocation

normalized by the social welfare realized in an efficient allocation. This leads to my

second research question:

Question 2. How can we use statistical machine learning algorithms to design value

query-based elicitation algorithms with the goal of maximizing empirical efficiency in an

iterative CA?
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Once the elicitation algorithms are defined, it is important to integrate them in auctions

that charge payments so that bidders are motivated to report their true values. When

elicitation algorithms reveal efficient allocations, it is possible to use these algorithms

to derive VCG payments, which, combined with some specific design features, motivate

bidders to behave truthfully (see, e.g., Mishra and Parkes, 2007). As value query-based

elicitation algorithms cannot reveal efficient allocations, it is necessary to take more

careful considerations when integrating them into auction designs. This motivates my

last-and-final research question:

Question 3. How can we use the elicitation algorithms identified in Question 2 to design

value query-based auctions that motivate bidders to report their values truthfully?

1.1.2 Methodology

To answer the three aforementioned research questions, I introduce different ML-powered

iterative CA designs and analyze them in the framework of mechanism design (see, e.g.,

Jackson, 2014). As these designs are meant to be practical, I assess them via empirical

evaluations on synthetic settings. These settings are generated using two test suites:

• The Combinatorial Auction Test Suite (CATS) introduced by Leyton-Brown et al.

(2000), which generates auction settings by sampling them from distributions based

on different domains of application. CATS has been widely used over the last

twenty years to test CA designs. In the settings generated by CATS, bidders have

specific interests for a small number of bundles.

• The Spectrum Auction Test Suite (SATS) recently introduced by Weiss et al.

(2017), which generates auction settings by sampling them from distributions

inspired by spectrum sales applications. In the settings created by SATS, bidders

are interested in a large number of bundles. Among the generative distributions

provided by Weiss et al. (2017), we have the Multi-Region Value Model, which

is based on the 2014 Canadian spectrum auction data and provides large settings

where 98 items are auctioned off to 10 bidders.

Synthetic settings allow simulating rational bidding behaviors, leading to more objective

evaluations that are not affected by cognitive biases. They also provide practical

advantages, giving us access ‘‘ground-truth’’ information, such as bidders’ real values or

efficient allocations. Furthermore, sampling from the generative distributions provided
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by CATS and SATS allows us to generate reasonable prior data that can be integrated

in our auctions.

In our simulations, bidders answer demand and value queries truthfully. We motivate

this behavior using game theoretical models: We first assume that each bidder has a

quasi-linear utility function over the auction outcomes, which is given by the difference

between her value for the bundle of items she obtains and the price she has to pay. We

then design our auctions so that each bidder trying to maximize her quasi-linear utility

function is generally motivated to report truthfully.

1.2 Related Work

1.2.1 Iterative Combinatorial Auctions

Iterative CA designs are often preferred to sealed-bid ones in practical applications. One

of the main reasons for preferring iterative CAs is that they address the problem of costly

elicitation by providing adaptive bidding guidance across rounds (Parkes, 2006).

Commonly, iterative auctions provide this guidance by quoting ask prices at each

round with the goal of revealing clearing prices. We can classify price-based iterative CAs

along several dimensions, which include the price structure they use and the way they

update prices if demand and supply do not match. Price structures usually range from

‘‘compact’’ item prices, which only quote a price for each item, to ‘‘expressive’’ bundle

prices, which quote a price for each bundle. Furthermore, prices can be anonymous, i.e.,

the same prices are quoted to each bidder, or personalized.

de Vries et al. (2007) interpreted price update algorithms for CAs as optimization

algorithms that solve a linear programming formulation of the efficient allocation problem.

This interpretation allowed them to define two main classes for these algorithms. In the

first class, we have sub-gradient algorithms, which use simple price updates based on

excess demand. In the second class, we have primal-dual algorithms: these algorithms

are believed to have faster convergence properties than the sub-gradient ones (de Vries

et al., 2007), but they require bidders to report all of their profit-maximizing bundles

at the quoted prices. This requirement is often considered impractical, which is why

primal-dual iterative designs are not commonly used in real-world auctions.

There is an important class of price-based iterative auction designs based on personal-

ized bundle prices. This price structure is appealing because it always allows to reveal

clearing prices (Bikhchandani and Ostroy, 2002) and, consequently, to design auctions

with provable efficiency guarantees and incentive properties. Among these auctions,
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we have iBundle (Parkes, 1999), with sub-gradient price updates, and the primal-dual

auction designed by de Vries et al. (2007).2 Building on the efficiency guarantees provided

by these auctions, Mishra and Parkes (2007) showed how to modify these designs to

charge bidders VCG payments for the final allocation, thus motivating them to report

their demand at each round truthfully.

Item prices are often preferred to personalized bundle prices in price-based auction

designs. An important argument in favor of item prices is that they are more informative

for bidders, simplifying the search for profit-maximizing bundles. For this reason, many

auction designs adopt linear price structures (e.g., Porter et al., 2003, Kwasnica et al.,

2005, Bichler et al., 2009). Recent laboratory experiments performed by Scheffel et al.

(2011) have confirmed the practical advantages of these auctions, showing that they

achieve similar allocative efficiency to iBundle with much fewer rounds. However, in

contrast to auctions using personalized bundle prices, item prices-based auctions are

not guaranteed to reveal clearing prices, and, consequently, do not provide the good

incentive properties induced by VCG prices.

The Combinatorial Clock Auction (CCA) introduced by Ausubel et al. (2006) has

emerged as the standard CA design for spectrum sales (Ausubel and Baranov, 2017).

The CCA attempts to resolve the tension between item and bundle prices by combining

an item price-based elicitation with a supplementary round that allows bidders to submit

additional bundle bids. As an alternative to the CCA, Lahaie (2011) introduced a primal-

dual iterative auction design that employs price structures that are halfway between item

and bundle prices. Recently, Lahaie and Lubin (2019) built on this idea and designed a

sub-gradient auction with an adaptive price structure that led to promising results.

Unlike prior work, the price-based auctions I introduce in this thesis update prices

using Bayesian learning models. These models allow designing price-update algorithms

that also take into account prior beliefs over bidders’ valuations when identifying new

ask prices to quote. Thus, these algorithms do not belong to the classification provided

by de Vries et al. (2007). Furthermore—even though this investigation is not part of this

thesis—the Bayesian framework for price updates provides principled guidance on which

price structure to employ. Indeed, the auctioneer can use her beliefs to estimate the

benefits (measured in terms of clearing probabilities) of employing richer price structures.

One of the critical issues of iterative CAs is that, when no useful assumptions on

valuations are available, it is not possible to derive a practical elicitation algorithm that

2Another appealing feature of these auctions is that they also use ascending-price trajectories.
Even though in this thesis I do not investigate how machine learning-based algorithms can be used to
design ascending price-based auctions, ascending auctions have many desirable properties for practical
applications (see Cramton, 1998, for an extensive discussion).
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is guaranteed to reveal an (even approximate) efficient allocation (Nisan and Segal, 2006).

Thus, a strand of research has focused on designing practical elicitation algorithms for

CAs when valuations have useful structures. In the context of price-based iterative CAs,

much interest has been devoted to designing auctions for valuations where items are

substitutes (i.e., increasing the price on one item does not decrease the demand on any

other item). The reason behind this interest is that, under these valuations, item-based

clearing prices are guaranteed to exist. Among the designs of price-based auctions for

substitute valuations, we have Kelso Jr and Crawford (1982), Gul and Stacchetti (2000),

Ausubel (2004). In particular, Ausubel (2004) introduced the idea of using multiple

price-based elicitation threads simultaneously, with bidders responding to multiple ask

prices at each auction round. We draw on this idea to design our auctions.

There are several other elicitation approaches for specific classes of valuations that are

not based on prices (see Sandholm and Boutilier, 2006, for an overview). Most relevant

to this thesis are the two works by Lahaie and Parkes (2004) and Blum et al. (2004).

These works introduced the idea of using learning algorithms for preference elicitation

in CAs. However, their goal was to build tractable elicitation algorithms for certain

classes of valuations. Despite this difference in intentions, Lahaie and Parkes (2004)

introduced an elicitation algorithm where learning algorithms are modular. As these

learning algorithms can also have a statistical nature, the elicitation algorithm of Lahaie

and Parkes (2004) can be interpreted as a precursor of the one I introduce in Brero et al.

(2017). Yet, the algorithm introduced by Lahaie and Parkes (2004) critically requires

demand queries. The advantage of using these queries is that they allow formulating

termination conditions based on efficiency guarantees. But, due to the result by Nisan

and Segal (2006), if their approach was applied in a general setting, it may require

communicating exponentially-sized prices to the bidders in every round.

1.2.2 Machine Learning-based Mechanism Design

Another strand of research related to this thesis has focused on developing statistical

machine learning approaches for automated mechanism design. The automated mech-

anism design (AMD) research agenda (Conitzer and Sandholm, 2002, 2004) seeks to

use optimization algorithms to design incentive-compatible economic mechanisms. This

agenda has only considered direct-revelation mechanisms, where agents are first asked to

report all of their preferences, and then an outcome is determined.

Duetting et al. (2015) were the first to apply machine learning algorithms in the

context of automated mechanism design. Specifically, they used support vector machines
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to design payment rules that allow integrating manually-selected allocation rules in

incentive-compatible mechanisms. Narasimhan et al. (2016) generalized this idea to

mechanisms that are not allowed to charge payments and designed incentive compatible

social choice and matching mechanisms. More recently, Duetting et al. (2018) used deep

learning methods to advance the design of auctions that maximize the expected revenue

when bidders’ valuations are sampled from some underlying probability distribution.

Similar deep learning methods were also applied by Golowich et al. (2018) to automatically

design matching mechanisms.

A more theoretical strand of research has studied machine learning-based AMD from

a different perspective, providing sample-complexity results for revenue-maximizing auc-

tions (see Balcan et al. (2018) for an overview) and general direct revelation mechanisms

that are not allowed to charge payments (Narasimhan et al., 2016).

Unlike the work on AMD, my work focuses on iterative combinatorial auctions, which

do not belong to the class of direct revelation mechanisms. Compared to direct revelation

mechanisms, iterative combinatorial auctions introduce several design challenges related

to their repeated interactions with bidders. For this reason, instead of using machine

learning to automatically design entire mechanisms (which are then defined by the set of

learned parameters), we design our iterative auctions manually and integrate machine

learning algorithms to drive the elicitation process. Note that, given their iterative

nature, our auctions are intuitively more robust to the quality of prior data as they can

refine their inference across rounds.

1.3 Publications Contained in this Thesis

This thesis consists of five papers that answer the three research questions presented

in Section 1.1. In this section, I restate the research questions and provide the list of

papers that address each research question.

Question 1. How can we use statistical machine learning algorithms to update ask

prices with the goal of finding clearing prices in the lowest possible number of rounds?

Publications:

1. A Bayesian Clearing Mechanism for Combinatorial Auctions. Gianluca Brero

and Sébastien Lahaie. In Proceedings of the Thirty-second AAAI Conference of

Artificial Intelligence (AAAI-18), New Orleans, USA, February 2018.
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2. Fast Iterative Combinatorial Auctions via Bayesian Learning. Gianluca Brero,

Sébastien Lahaie, and Sven Seuken. In Proceedings of the Thirty-third AAAI

Conference of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI-19), Honolulu, USA, January 2019.

Question 2. How can we use statistical machine learning algorithms to design value

query-based elicitation algorithms with the goal of maximizing empirical efficiency in an

iterative CA?

Publications:

3. Probably Approximately Efficient Combinatorial Auctions via Machine Learning.

Gianluca Brero, Benjamin Lubin, and Sven Seuken. In Proceedings of the Thirty-

first AAAI Conference of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI-17), San Francisco, USA,

February 2017.

Question 3. How can we use the elicitation algorithms identified in Question 2 to design

value query-based auctions that motivate bidders to report their values truthfully?

Publications:

4. Combinatorial Auctions via Machine Learning-based Preference Elicitation. Gi-

anluca Brero, Benjamin Lubin, and Sven Seuken. In Proceedings of the Twenty-

seventh International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence and the Twenty-

third European Conference on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI-ECAI-18), Stockholm,

Sweden, July 2018.

5. Machine Learning-powered Iterative Combinatorial Auctions. Gianluca Brero,

Benjamin Lubin, and Sven Seuken. Working paper, November 2019.

1.4 Summary of Contributions

In this section, I provide a summary of all five papers and explain how they answer the

three research questions.

1.4.1 A Bayesian Clearing Mechanism for Combinatorial Auctions

This paper provides the first answer to my first research question by introducing a

Bayesian price update algorithm for item prices in settings where bidders are single-
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minded.3 The Bayesian update algorithm allows the auctioneer to quote ask prices that

are likely to clear the auction under her current beliefs on bidders’ valuations. These

beliefs reflect the prior beliefs of the auctioneer and the information revealed by the

bidders during the auction. Intuitively, the more accurate the prior beliefs, the lower the

number of rounds to determine clearing prices.

The Bayesian price update algorithm is based on a joint probability distribution over

bidders’ valuations and market prices. This distribution has two important properties:

first, it captures the auctioneer beliefs on valuations, and second, it assigns to market

prices a probability density proportional to their clearing probability under these beliefs.

After each demand observation, the algorithm refines the beliefs over bidders’ valuations

and then computes candidate clearing prices as maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates.

We capture the auctioneer’s beliefs with Gaussian distributions over bidders’ values for

their bundle of interest. Gaussian distributions allow us to update beliefs after each

demand observation using a technique called assumed density filtering, which is a special

case of expectation propagation (Cowell et al., 1996). Linear prices and Gaussian beliefs

on values allow us to use an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al.,

1977) to determine the new candidate clearing prices as MAP estimates.

We evaluate our auction design with two experiments: a small one, that illustrates the

behavior of our auction under biased and unbiased prior information, and a large-scale

experiment that compares our auction against a competitive baseline.

The small experiment is performed on an instance of the Local-Local-Global (LLG)

setting (Ausubel and Milgrom, 2006), which has been considered several times in the CA

literature. This experiment shows that, even when the auctioneer has biased estimates

over bidders’ values, integrating these estimates with reasonably high variance allows

the auction to determine clearing prices within a few rounds.

The larger-scale experiments are performed on settings with 12 items and 10 bidders.

The valuations in these settings are generated using four distributions provided by CATS,

each based on a different domain of application for CAs (Leyton-Brown et al., 2000).

We generate prior beliefs for our Bayesian auction by fitting multivariate Gaussian

distributions over items to bundle-value pairs sampled from the generative distribution

of the setting at hand. As a baseline, we implemented a standard item-price auction

where prices are updated according to excess demand, and the magnitude of the price

update is proportional to a step-size parameter. Our Bayesian auction design performs

remarkably well compared to this baseline, even when the baseline uses the step-size

3Single-minded bidders are interested in a single bundle of items and have a specified value for
obtaining this bundle or any of its supersets, valuing zero any other bundle.
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parameter at which the number of rounds is at its minimum.

This paper provides the first answer on how to use statistical learning models to

design price update algorithms. Furthermore, it shows that relying on reasonable prior

beliefs for valuations can be much more effective than carefully tuning price increments.

However, this first design has three important limitations: 1. it only supports item prices,

2. it can only be used in settings with single-minded bidders, and 3. it only allows the

auctioneer to exploit Gaussian beliefs over bidders’ values.

1.4.2 Fast Iterative Combinatorial Auctions via Bayesian Learning

This paper completes the answer to the first research question by introducing a Bayesian

price update algorithm (with a corresponding auction design) that is not subject to any

of the three limitations described above.

At the core of our new auction is a practical Monte Carlo expectation-maximization

(EM) algorithm that operates on the joint probability distribution of valuations and mar-

ket prices. This algorithm determines approximate modal prices interpreting valuations

as latent variables.

To draw a better comparison with Brero and Lahaie (2018), we implement our Bayesian

auction using again Gaussian beliefs and item prices. We run two experiments. The first

one is based on the single-minded CATS settings used in Brero and Lahaie (2018). The

goal of this experiment is to compare the performance of the new Bayesian auction and

the old one. The results show us that the two designs are competitive, even though the

new Bayesian design is not specially designed for single-minded settings.

In the second experiment, we again use CATS to generate auction settings, but we

properly interpret the generated bidders as multi-minded. The goal of this experiment

is to compare the performance of our new Bayesian auction with the non-Bayesian

baselines introduced in Brero and Lahaie (2018). The results again show that our auction

design outperforms the non-Bayesian baseline, even when the baseline uses the step-size

parameter at which the number of rounds is at its minimum.

This paper completes the answer to the first research question. We can conclude that,

also in general settings, relying on reasonable priors for valuations is much more effective

in decreasing the number of rounds than carefully tuning price increments.
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1.4.3 Probably Approximately Efficient Combinatorial Auctions via

Machine Learning

This paper provides the first answer to our second research question by showing how one

can use statistical machine learning algorithms to design value query-based elicitation

algorithms that achieve high empirical efficiency. Note that, when the only information

available to the auctioneer consists of a set of bundle-value pairs for each bidder, there

is no principled way to identify the ‘‘next most-useful query’’ to ask. Indeed, this task

requires reasoning about the missing information from bidders’ valuations, which requires

making general statements about valuations given what has been observed so far.

In this paper, we perform this generalization by associating each bidder with a machine

learning (ML) algorithm that is trained on her reported bundle-value pairs and infers her

entire valuation. When all inferred valuations are determined, the auction computes an

inferred efficient allocation, i.e., a feasible allocation that maximizes the inferred overall

value. The ‘‘next most-useful query’’ assigned to each bidder corresponds to the bundle

she obtains under this allocation. If at least one bidder is assigned a bundle she has not

yet evaluated, all the new queries are submitted to bidders, and new value reports are

obtained. This elicitation step is then iterated by including the new value reports in the

training sets of the ML algorithms. If each bidder already evaluated her assigned bundle,

the elicitation stops.

We integrate this algorithm in a ‘‘preliminary’’ auction design that allocates items

according to the last inferred efficient allocation identified during the elicitation. The

payment rule of this auction is left unspecified. To practically implement this auction, one

needs to use ML algorithms that allow the computation of inferred efficient allocations

without enumerating and evaluating all possible allocations. At the same time, the ML

algorithms need to capture all reported values, not to reduce the expressivity of the

auction. In this paper, we use support vector regression algorithms (SVRs) (Smola and

Schölkopf, 2004) as our ML algorithms. The expressivity of these algorithms depends on

the kernel function they employ. We then consider a class of expressive kernel functions

that allow the auctioneer to determine inferred efficient allocations via integer programs.

We evaluate this auction with two experiments run on spectrum auction settings with

18 items. Specifically, we consider settings sampled from the Global Synergy Value

Model (GSVM), introduced by Goeree and Holt (2010), and from the more complex

Local Synergy Value Model (LSVM), introduced by Scheffel et al. (2012).

Similarly to the price-based designs, prior data is sampled from the generative dis-

tribution of the setting at hand. Importantly, to keep our mechanism computationally
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practical, this data is not integrated in the training set of the ML algorithms but only

used to tune the hyper-parameters of the kernel functions of the SVRs.4 The initial

training set of the SVRs is obtained by asking bidders to evaluate a certain number of

bundles selected by the mechanism uniformly at random in the bundle space.

In the first experiment, we test the efficiency of our preliminary auction, assuming that

bidders report their values truthfully. We compare this efficiency with a baseline that

computes the optimal allocation based on values reported for bundles selected uniformly

at random, without using machine learning algorithms to identify new queries. We

see that the machine learning algorithms used in our elicitation significantly increase

empirical efficiency.

Similarly to the first experiment run in Brero and Lahaie (2018), in the second

experiment, we test how robust our elicitation algorithm is to prior data. Specifically,

we use data sampled from the LSVM domain to tune the kernel hyper-parameters in the

GSVM domain, and vice-versa. We see that the results are generally stable and that our

machine learning-powered auction outperforms the non-machine learning baselines even

when prior data is inaccurate.

This paper provides the first answer to the second research question identified in

Section 1.1, showing us how statistical learning algorithms can be used to design prac-

tical elicitation algorithms based on value queries. However, we only compared these

algorithms with relatively weak baselines, and it is not clear whether they could provide

concrete alternatives to price-based auctions.

1.4.4 Combinatorial Auctions via Machine Learning-based

Preference Elicitation

This paper provides the first answer to my third research question introducing an auction

design that integrates the elicitation algorithm presented in Brero et al. (2017) and

provides bidders with proper incentives to report their values truthfully. These incentives

are provided by carefully using our elicitation algorithm to derive VCG-style payments.

We then call our auction mechanism Pseudo-VCG Mechanism (PVM).

Unlike the allocation rule presented in Brero et al. (2017), PVM determines its

allocation by interpreting all the bundle-value pairs reported during the auction using

an XOR bidding language. This allows keeping the mechanism expressive even when it

4From a Bayesian perspective, this usage of prior data can be interpreted as if data was only used
to fit the covariance function of a multivariate Gaussian prior and not the mean function (Williams and
Rasmussen, 2006).
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employs machine learning algorithms that do not accurately capture bidders’ reported

values.

PVM emulates the VCG mechanism by additionally running our value query-based

elicitation algorithm in each setting obtained by excluding one bidder from the main

setting. With these additional elicitations, we can determine the externality that each

bidder is imposing on the other bidders and use it to compute VCG-style payments. Our

resulting mechanism is social-welfare aligned : in social welfare-aligned mechanisms, any

beneficial manipulation a bidder finds when the other bidders are truthful must increase

the social welfare by the same amount. We argue that, when the mechanism allows

bidders to ‘‘push’’ self-selected bundle-value pairs, this property generally motivates

bidders to report their values truthfully.5

As PVM requires running an additional elicitation for each bidder, it may be impractical

in settings with many bidders. This paper also introduces a modified version of PVM

where bidders are partitioned into different groups, and the mechanism runs only one

elicitation per group that excludes all its bidders. The allocation identified using the

bundles elicited during this elicitation is used to compute the externality that each bidder

in this group imposes on the others. This modified version maintains all the incentive

properties of PVM, even though it is more likely to run at a deficit.

We evaluate PVM with two experiments. These experiments are again performed

on settings sampled from GSVM and LSVM. Furthermore, we also test PVM on the

large settings with 98 items and 10 bidders generated via the Multi-Region Value Model

(MRVM) distribution (Weiss et al., 2017), which is based on the Canadian 2014 spectrum

auction results. To keep the computational requirements practical, in these experiments,

we only consider support vector regression algorithms with quadratic kernels: these

algorithms allow the auctioneer to determine inferred efficient allocations via succinct

integer programs.

First, we test the empirical efficiency obtained in the allocation computed by interpret-

ing the bundle-value pairs reported in our elicitation algorithm using an XOR bidding

language. The empirical efficiency of the allocation identified using machine learning

significantly outperforms the efficiency of the non-machine learning baselines introduced

in Brero et al. (2017). Then, we test our PVM mechanism in its original version, and in

the version were bidders are partitioned into groups. The mechanism achieves very high

empirical efficiency in all its versions.

Besides introducing PVM, this paper also shows how the machine learning-based

elicitation algorithm introduced in Brero et al. (2017) can be extended to support relaxed

5The extended discussion around this idea is provided in Brero et al. (2019b).
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reports consisting of upper and lower bounds on values. This idea can be beneficial to

simplify the bidding process: in many real-world applications, determining the exact

value for a bundle can be a costly exercise for bidders (see, e.g., Parkes, 2006). From

simulation results, we see that the machine learning algorithm is still able to identify

allocations with high empirical efficiency even under these weaker reports. This new

elicitation algorithm points to interesting directions for future work to design mechanisms

that only ask bidders to report upper and lower bounds on their values.

This paper provides a first answer to the third research question by introducing a

practical mechanism based on value queries that motivates bidders to report their values

truthfully. However, there is still an important missing step to provide a proper answer

to Question 2 and Question 3: how does our machine learning-powered auction perform

when compared to appropriate baselines?

1.4.5 Machine Learning-powered Iterative Combinatorial Auctions

This paper is meant to provide a final answer to Question 2 and Question 3 by performing

a comparison between PVM and CCA. In the process of providing this answer, it also

significantly improves the design of the value query-based elicitation algorithm and the

auction mechanism based on this algorithm.

The elicitation algorithm introduced in Brero et al. (2017) has two significant problems:

1. it is forced to stop whenever each bidder has already evaluated the bundle she is

assigned in the inferred efficient allocation, and 2. it may ask different numbers of

queries among bidders, thus being perceived as unfair. In this paper, we introduce a new

elicitation algorithm that always assigns a new query to each bidder in every iteration.

The elicitation algorithm identifies this query considering the set of all feasible allocations

that do not assign this bidder a bundle she has already evaluated. It then determines the

allocation in this set that maximizes the inferred overall value to bidders and uses this

allocation to assign a new query to this bidder. This elicitation algorithm is integrated

into a new mechanism we call Pseudo VCG Machine Learning-based (PVML) mechanism

that asks the same number of queries to each bidder at each round.

We compare PVML against three different implementations of the CCA that vary

depending on the heuristic bidders use to select their bids in the supplementary round.

The first heuristic we test is one where bidders do not report any extra bids in the

supplementary round. The second one assumes that bidders submit their true values for

all bundles they demanded during the clock phase. In the third heuristic, bidders report

their true values for n profit-maximizing bundles at the final clock prices; we test this
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design for n ∈ {100, 200, 500}, where n = 500 is motivated by the query cap used in the

2014 Canadian Spectrum Auction (Industry Canada, 2013). We adopt the same query

caps in PVML.

As in Brero et al. (2017) and Brero et al. (2018), we use prior samples from the

distribution used to generate the setting at hand to determine which kernel to use in

the SVRs. We considered Linear, Quadratic, Gaussian, and Exponential kernels, with

corresponding hyperparameters. To keep the computations practical, we set a time limit

of one minute to the integer programs used to determine new queries. We found that the

Quadratic kernel is the best performing one in all three domains as it both allows the

auction to capture non-additive preferences between items and determine new queries

via succinct integer programs.

In our experiments, we see that PVML outperforms the CCA in terms of efficiency,

in particular in the large MRVM domains. Furthermore, while the CCA can have very

low revenue depending on the heuristic used in the supplementary round, PVML always

achieves similar revenue to VCG.

1.5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis, I have introduced several iterative combinatorial auction (CA) designs using

preference elicitation algorithms based on statistical learning models. These algorithms

allow the auctioneer to exploit prior data on bidders’ valuations to reduce the costs of

elicitation.

I have first introduced a price-based iterative CA that exploits prior data to reduce

the number of rounds to reveal clearing prices. This auction shows that exploiting rea-

sonable priors over bidders’ valuations is much more effective than carefully tuning price

increments in standard designs. Motivated by laboratory experiments highlighting that

price-based CA designs may lead to suboptimal bidding, I have shifted my focus to value

query-based designs. I have first designed an elicitation algorithm that uses statistical

machine learning algorithms to determine which value queries to ask at each round. I

have then integrated this algorithm into an auction design called Pseudo VCG Machine

Learning-based (PVML) mechanism, which provides bidders with good incentives to

report their values truthfully. I have compared PVML with the Combinatorial Clock

Auction (CCA) in realistic spectrum auction settings featuring up to 98 spectrum licenses.

I have tested the most reasonable bidding heuristics for the CCA. The results have shown

that, when reasonable priors are available, PVML achieves higher allocative efficiency

than the CCA, even when the bidding heuristics in the CCA are optimized for efficiency.
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It is not clear whether value queries simplify the bidding process compared to demand

queries. Indeed, to answer a demand query, bidders only need to state their favorite

bundle at some ask prices without having to report exact values. To address this critique,

I am currently designing a new PVML version where, instead of exact values, bidders are

only asked to report upper and lower bounds on bundles. In Brero et al. (2018), we have

shown that, even under these weaker reports, our machine learning-based elicitation

algorithm identifies highly efficient allocations. The new PVML version I am designing

is based on combining the elicitation algorithm introduced in Brero et al. (2018) with

the bound-refinement algorithm introduced in Lubin et al. (2008).

Another critique of the value query-based auction designs is that their performance is

assessed via empirical efficiency measures. In general, worst-case efficiency guarantees

can be more useful in practice, as they provide the auctioneer with principled beliefs

that, when the elicitation stops, the most relevant aspects of bidders’ valuations have

been investigated. Given that efficiency is measured considering bidders’ true valuations,

which are assumed to be their private knowledge, efficiency guarantees can only be

expressed based on assumed bidding behaviors. Commonly, bidders are assumed to be

rational and truthful. Unfortunately, even under these assumptions, Nisan and Segal

(2006) have shown that it is not possible to design practical CAs for large settings that

always terminate with useful efficiency guarantees. However, under rational, truthful

bidding, price-based designs are intuitively ‘‘safer’’ than value query-based ones, as they

require bidders to explore their valuations several times during the auction when selecting

their bids. It is then less likely that relevant aspects of bidders’ valuations do not get

revealed during the auction. In this thesis, I have opted for designs that are based on

only one query type (i.e., demand or value queries) to make my analysis more principled.

However, future work can investigate hybrid approaches based on both demand and

value queries that achieve high empirical efficiency while providing better guarantees

on worst-case efficiency when bidders are fully rational and truthful. At the same time,

one could also derive efficiency guarantees based on different bidding behaviors, like the

one highlighted by Bichler et al. (2013), where bidders preselect which bundles to bid

on during the auction. In this scenario, value query-based auctions may provide even

stronger efficiency guarantees than demand query-based ones, as they require bidders to

evaluate bundles they would not have considered otherwise.

There are also some limitations related to the settings used to evaluate the new auction

designs: The price-based approaches introduced were tested on CATS settings with 12

items and 10 bidders, and CATS only generates bidders interested in a small number

of bundles. These settings are much smaller and qualitatively very different from the
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spectrum auction settings used for the value query-based approaches. Thus, it may not

be computationally feasible to run my price-based auctions in realistic settings. Further

work would be needed to scale the price-based auctions to larger settings with different

kinds of valuations. Different prior distributions can be considered depending on the

auction performance in these new settings. At the same time, the settings where I have

tested the value query-based auctions are only related to spectrum sales. It would be

interesting to test these designs in new kinds of settings related to other domains of

applications (e.g., industrial procurement).

It is also important to note that I have evaluated my new auctions on synthetic

settings where I have simulated truthful bidding behaviors justified by game-theoretic

arguments based on quasi-linear utilities (although these arguments are not based on

formal guarantees but on conditions that generally hold in practice). In practice, this

model may be not realistic, and bidders may be interested in raising prices for their

competitors or adopt collusive strategies. There are different works—e.g., by Knapek

and Wambach (2012) or Janssen et al. (2017)—that have shown how bidders willing

to increase rivals’ costs or facing budget constraints can benefit from several strategic

behaviors in the CCA. As similar behaviors may likely arise in our new auctions, testing

these auctions with laboratory experiments is an interesting direction for future work.
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